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Subject: Clarifying issues surrounding DSCs (Demonic Soul Copies).

Dear Saints
Disclaimer:
If you are unfamiliar with the teaching on “Body, Soul and Spirit”, you might ﬁnd this article confusing. Especially if you are unclear
on the diﬀerences between SOUL and SPIRIT.
The teaching on “Body, Soul and Spirit” can be downloaded from our website in MP3 format: http://trumpetcall.co.za/downloads .
Recently, the Kingdom has made huge leaps of understanding in several areas of holiness and emotional wholeness – allowing thousands of
members of the Body of Christ to be sanctiﬁed and healed by Jesus in especially spiritual and emotional areas.
I personally believe that God had sovereignly destined these advances to take place in this generation in order to prepare the Bride for the end times.
Jesus will be coming back for nothing less than a pure, spotless Bride without blemish or wrinkle! And in order to be that Bride, we need to rid ourselves
in Jesus’ Name from any and every burden that interferes with an open, fearless, intimate relationship with Jesus through the Holy Spirit.

New Counseling Principles discovered recently
During the past 15 or 20 years we’ve witnessed amongst the Body of Christ a much better understanding (and in some cases the very ﬁrst discovery!)
concerning the following problem areas:
1.

The nature and structure of the Queen of Heaven principality, and the modus operandi of the Jezebel spirit .(Gerda Leithgöb: Herald
Ministry & Elizabeth Jordaan, & others).
2.
The prevalence, nature and mechanisms of the phenomenon known as DID (Dissociative Identity Disorder – formerly known as MPD:
Multiple Personality Disorder) and mind control through programming and SRA (Satanic Ritual Abuse). (Amanda Buys: Kanaan Ministries, &
others).
3.
The nature, structure and mechanisms of the Kundalini spirit / Counterfeit Holy Spirit. (Eben Swart: Trumpet Call, & others).
After initial teething problems, having employed these revealed truths in counseling rooms, scores of informal Christian counselors have been able to
facilitate healing and restoration in the Name of Jesus for many who were desperate. Aﬄicted people who could never obtain any sensible help from
either worldly psychology or from the formal church system with its quick-ﬁx doctrines and instant “add-Jesus-and-some-Bible-verses-and-stir”
answers. And although the above principles have been thoroughly tested and proven to the point where they are currently well established, a huge
portion of the formal church still regard them with suspicion and skepticism – largely due to ignorance. In some circles these dispositions even translate
into unrestrained hostility.
Man fears the unknown. He then expresses this fear in all kinds of weird ways when confronted with new principles that rattle the cages of his comfort
zone. And therefore it is important to mention here that the originators of these principles (those who have initially put them in the public arena in SA)
at ﬁrst had to endure much criticism, slander and defamation, until their discoveries and teachings had been repeatedly proven correct in many
counseling rooms. And although these discoveries have hugely beneﬁtted the Kingdom, these hostilities still prevail in some circles – many of them
simply due to ignorance.
Some other factors that play a role in suspicion, skepticism and hostility, are:
1.
Doctrinal error and -fears.
2.
“Ministerial competition”, -jealousy and vested interests.
3.
Misunderstanding of the role of Scripture.
Unfortunately it is a sad reality that those who have in the past very vocally objected to the above counseling principles when they were still new, have
up to date refrained from publicly apologizing for their error. Neither have they repented for the harm that they’ve caused to the Kingdom, to
individuals and especially to those aﬄicted ones who are still in bondage due to their heeding of these misplaced cautions. Those aﬄicted ones could
have been led into freedom via Jesus, but they have been too scared to seek help.

The new Principle of DSCs
And now, as recently as the past 10 years, yet another similarly new principle has made its appearance on the scene:
DSCs. (JS Kok & Deborah Pieterse: Ignited in Christ, & others).
“DSCs” is the abbreviation for “Demonic Soul Copies”.
And, sadly – as was to be anticipated – the same past pattern of ignorant suspicion, skepticism, hostility, criticism, slander and defamation is repeating
itself out there. By very much the same circles as before.

How we need to conduct ourselves towards this new Principle
We are NOT saying that the new DSC principle that gets introduced into the Body of Believers shouldn’t be prayerfully tested and weighed. We are NOT
saying that the DSC principle is above criticism. We are NOT saying that we shouldn’t discern spirits or that we should accept everything on face value.
What we ARE saying is that novices should prayerfully consider the issue and the facts surrounding it. What we ARE saying is that those who wish to
make verdicts, should ﬁrst acquire thorough theoretical and experiential knowledge on the issue. What we ARE saying is that we shouldn’t criticize or
judge from a position of fear, ignorance, competition, jealousy, vested interests or when we misunderstand the role of Scripture.
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“Where is THAT in the Bible?”
“Where is THAT in the Bible?” is an often-heard argument amongst Christians.
A person confronted with a new principle who responds with “Where is THAT in the Bible?” (thereby meaning that if such a principle could not be found
in the Bible, then Christians should reject it) simply demonstrates that he does not understand the diﬀerence between:
1.
An unbiblical principle, and
2.
An extra-biblical principle.
As clariﬁcation:
1.
An unbiblical principle would be a principle which directly contradicts / violates the letter and Spirit of Scripture, e.g. abortion,
pornography, innocent bloodshed, etc.
2.
An extra-biblical principle would be a principle which does not necessarily contradict / violate Scripture – Scripture simply never speaks
about it, e.g. electricity, keeping pets, space exploration, Sunday School picnics, etc.
If Christians were to reject everything extra-biblical, then no Christian should possess a cellphone, drive a car, play rugby or be a member of a public
library.
See how exquisitely silly the “Where is THAT in the Bible?”-argument could be?

So: WHAT are DSCs?
In short:
DEMONIC: This phenomenon in individuals is caused by demons.
SOUL: It involves the SOUL (NOT the spirit!) of the individual.
COPY: Demons somehow produce “copies” (almost like one would make copies of a document on a photocopier) of an individual’s SOUL (NOT the
spirit!) – and then somehow attaches them to another individual. Also, demons sometimes produce “copies” of a person’s own soul and then store
them inside the same person – to forever remain at the age of such a copy. This happens as a result of trauma – at the age of such trauma. Such
“copies” are not referred to as “DSCs”, but rather as “hurt inner children”.

How does this Phenomenon manifest/present?
Individuals might open themselves up to infestation by DSCs of other people for almost the same reasons that individuals open themselves to demonic
infestation, i.e.:
1.
Bloodline (sins of the forefathers/-mothers)
2.
Sin (especially sexual & occult sins)
3.
Ungodly soul ties (ungodly emotional bonds)
4.
Physical, emotional or spiritual trauma (demons feed on the energy released by unhealed hurts).
You might thus encounter an individual who harbours one or more copy of another person’s SOUL inside his/her own.
This “extra soul copy” would typically cause the infested person to think, feel and act in negative ways that aren’t representative of his/her own will,
thinking or emotional state. And – because the phenomenon is initiated by demons – this behaviour ALWAYS pursue demonic goals. Or, to make it quite
plain: The infested person’s thinking, emotions and acts often represent demonic purposes – although the person him-/herself might not want to be or
act like that at all. (It’s literally as if “somebody else” lives inside the victim!)
Quite often these demonically exploited soul copies inside the infested person also cause sickness and inﬁrmity.
The mind of an individual infested with many or strong DSCs is often “very busy” (“sy/haar kop raas!), and this person might experience diﬃculty to
“quiet down” his/her own mind.

Do we have any Idea why Demons choose to follow this Avenue?
Yes, we do. Although much of what we think is still mere speculation, the following seems to make sense:
1.
2.

In order to bind, aﬄict, occupy and possess people, Satan would much rather ﬁll people with demons than with DSCs.
Satan has only a ﬁnite number of created demons available. And world population is currently rising to an astonishing 7 000 000 000 (7
billion, or 7 000 million) people.
3.
If there are no more demons to “service” an exploding population, another inexhaustible mechanism to bind, aﬄict, occupy and possess
people needs to be found.
4.
If a copy of a person’s unsanctiﬁed soul could be made and attached to a victim, this victim could be aﬄicted by demonically exploiting
the unsanctiﬁed traits of such a soul.
5.
If this process could be repeated in a bloodline over generations, this mechanism would serve an excellent purpose to demonically aﬄict
and ensnare entire bloodlines over many generations.

How is this Problem ﬁxed in an infested Individual?
Well, obviously, the person needs to get rid of the “extra soul copies”.
How does that happen?
Once again, Jesus is the answer!
DSCs represent SOUL copies of living or deceased people, and cannot be commanded to leave in the Name of Jesus as would be the case with demonic
(SPIRITUAL) deliverance. DSCs possess their own free wills and have not yet been judged by God the Father (“Judgment Day” – when the sheep will be
separated from the goats – still lies in the future!). Thus they have to be persuaded (as one would normally persuade another person) to willingly
submit to the authority of Jesus, to bow their knees before Him and to allow Him to remove them from their victim. The DSC should then renounce
all its demonic assignments in, and curses pronounced over the infested person. Then the counselor could ask Jesus to come and fetch and remove
the DSC.

What are the Fruits of DSC Ministry?
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DSC ministry has already had suﬃcient time to run a long enough course in SA in order to have produced a proven track record of excellent fruits:
1.
People have been healed from physical diseases/ailments. Many inﬁrmities have been prevented.
2.
Believers who have battled with perpetual emotional and thought patterns have found healing and victory within a few sessions –
with only renewal of the mind and growth in the Lord required afterwards.
3.
Marriages have been saved as conﬂict resolution and sexual behaviour take turns for the better.
4.
Bloodline curses of poverty, isolation, inﬁrmity, fear, etc., have been broken over people’s backs.
Etc.
It would be dishonest to claim that EVERYONE who had undergone DSC ministry has had a positive experience or results. Conversely, it would be
honest to say that these have been a really small minority.
Due to the fact that DSC ministry in SA is still in its infancy, errors and rough edges are to be expected. Worldwide, DSC ministry is still VERY new – with
SA one of the world leaders, mostly due to the excellent work done by Ignited in Christ (www.ignitedinchrist.org) in Pretoria. As had been the case with
Queen of Heaven, Jezebel, DID and Kundalini ministry in the past, we should have every expectation that ministry wrinkles will be ironed out, and rough
edges be smoothed in the years to come.

Have others in the Body of Christ also identiﬁed and described this Phenomenon?
Yes, some have – of which the American Arthur Burke is probably the best known.
Unfortunately, in their initial eﬀorts to deﬁne this phenomenon, Burke and others have erroneously referred to DSCs as “spirits” – instead of “souls”.
(Burke: “Ancient spirits”).
This has led to widespread confusion in the Body concerning the nature of DSCs.
Also, this has triggered an avalanche of vocal objections concerning DSC ministry operations, such as “these ministers talk to spirits”, ”conjure up
spirits” or perform “witchcraft”.

Does DSC ministry amount to witchcraft?
Of course we all know that Scripture forbids us in no uncertain terms to “conjure up spirits” – like the witch of Endor did when she called up Samuel at
king Saul’s bidding. But even Jesus spoke to demons (see the lunatic of Gadara – Mat. 8). This isn’t the issue here, though, since no “spirits” (human or
demonic) are involved when DSC ministry is performed (unless, of course, when a need for spiritual deliverance arises alongside the normal DSC
ministry).
Scripture has absolutely no objections against speaking to souls. Whenever we speak to another person, we speak to his soul. All of us do so every
day. So if there’s anything wrong with doing so, we’re all guilty. But this isn’t the case here:
Suppose a spinster would have an attractive hunk place the palm of his right hand on the glass surface of a photocopier and then make a copy of his
hand on white paper. She then cuts out the copy neatly and whenever she feels lonely, clutches the paper hand in her own.
Is she really holding the hand of an attractive hunk?
No! She’s holding a COPY of his hand!
Similarly: Some of us have pictures of deceased relatives on the walls of our homes.
Are the deceased persons really present in our homes?
No, we simply look at a photographic COPY of them.
The same is the case with DSC ministry. During DSC ministry, the minister would deal with a COPY of a living or deceased person’s soul. It is NOT the
original.
DSC ministers don’t speak to the dead – neither to their spirits or their souls. They simply interact with a COPY of the soul of a deceased person – as
most of us do almost daily with statues, pictures, movies, sound recordings and writings of deceased people.
And even if anyone WOULD have an objection to the above: What would Jesus do?:
1.
Speak to a COPY of a deceased person’s SOUL inside an aﬄicted person – and get rid of it, or
2.
turn around and walk away, leaving the aﬄicted person with his/her unwelcome passenger and subsequent chaotic life – simply
because the idea makes some people uneasy?
We need to have the heart of Jesus – not the heart of the Pharisees.
Jesus had come so we can have life in abundance.
Pharisees would rather watch poor souls suﬀer with aﬄiction than have their own theological cages rattled.

How do we know that DSCs are essentially SOULS and not SPIRITS?
1.

Humans are rarely infested by other human spirits. It is possible, but rare – such as when an outsider “astral projects” into a victim’s
body, or when the same eﬀect is attained via satanic ritual. And when it happens, the infestation is temporary. And even when this dóés
happen, they should be driven out rather than leave the poor infested person with an unwelcome (human) spirit inside of him.
2.
Humans are often infested by demon spirits. Any person in deliverance ministry would have encountered this many times in the past, and
whenever he would encounter a demon, he would know it’s a demon. They behave in rather predictable ways.
3.
In the counseling room it has happened that DSCs have reacted with anger when addressed as demons: “I am NOT a demon – I’m a
MAN!”
4.
Any created spirit (whether human, angelic or demonic) is an indivisible unit. It cannot be divided, and can only be in one place at one
time. Often, DSCs of living people are found to be permanent residents inside infested persons. So, if a DSC were actually a spirit, then
the person whose spirit it is, would be dead, since his body would be without his spirit permanently. But this has never been found to be
the case.

Do DSCs lie?
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DSCs cán lie, and they do! – just as every human on this planet does.
So, isn’t it dangerous to speak to an entity who can, and might, lie?
Yes. It is just as dangerous as speaking to YOU. Because you can, and might, lie!
During DSC ministry the minister is just as vulnerable to lies as when speaking to any real-life person.

DSC Ministry
DSC ministry is neither intellectual, nor mechanical. It is totally dependent on the Holy Spirit’s guidance, even via words of knowledge.
We simply don’t know what goes on in unseen realms, and therefore need to throw ourselves wholly onto the grace of Jesus Christ in order to do this
ministry.
I would not recommend that such ministry be conducted alone or solo, but rather as a team of believers who know Jesus and trust in Him. Prayer cover
and collective discernment is vital.
Vital also is that the counselee should be well prepared in terms of teaching, understanding and confession.

A Myriad of Questions
We anticipate that this article would likely trigger a myriad of questions – too many to answer in the scope of a single article. We also expect an
avalanche of return emails as soon as this one goes out. We do NOT promise to answer all your questions.
For those who want to know more about the subject: Visit www.ignitedinchrist.org and read through their material. You may also order their teaching
and ministry DVDs. Some of these DVDs display actual ministry sessions where DSCs are dealt with. Also, they sport some testimonies of those
who’ve been healed.
When you’ve gone through the materials and still have questions, you are welcome to ask us. We promise to answer as sensibly as possible, although
we are all still learning.
We do not intend, though, to answer questions that have been answered on the web pages above. Such questions simply waste our time.

Frequently asked Questions
Let’s try to answer at least a few:
1.
Do we ﬁnd DSCs in the Bible? Decide for yourself what the following verse speaks about:
Woe to the women that sew pillows to all armholes, and make kerchiefs upon the head of every stature to hunt souls! Will ye hunt the souls of
my people, and will ye save the souls alive that come unto you? … Behold, I am against your pillows, wherewith ye there hunt the souls to make
them ﬂy, and I will tear them from your arms, and will let the souls go, even the souls that ye hunt to make them ﬂy. Ezek. 13:18, 20 – KJV.
2.
How old is this DSC phenomenon? It is ancient. It is at least as old as the concept of reincarnation. Christians have only recently
realized that DSCs exist, and what their nature would be.
3.
This DSC phenomenon sounds like DID. Aren’t DSCs and DID the same thing? No. With DID a part of the person’s OWN soul
dimension splits oﬀ. With DSCs a “copy” of an entire soul dimension of another person is made and put into the victim. Individuals who
have previously been formally diagnosed with DID for lack of any better explanation of their symptoms, have been found to actually suﬀer
from DSCs – and upon deliverance have found instant healing from matters with which they’ve battled for many years.
Also, DSCs are not the same as schizophrenia.
4.
Would a living person be aware of the process when a copy of his soul is made and placed inside another person? No – he
would be completely oblivious. Demons do not need a person’s willful permission. Mere sin on the part of the “donor” or the victim oﬀers
legal rights to demons to perform the process.
5.
Do DSCs run in bloodlines? Yes, certainly. Most DSCs found in people are those of their direct ancestors. Bloodline sins are often the
very reason for their presence. Often, copies of the very same DSC could be found in a child, its parent(s) and grandparent(s). The sayings
“a chip oﬀ the old block” and “like father, like son” thus not merely refer to genetic transference of traits!
6.
Did the “new” phenomenon of DSCs clarify any other areas of ministry? Surely. For the ﬁrst time ever we have a proper
explanation for the phenomena of reincarnation, déjà vu, and to a certain extent ancestor worship.
7.
Have DSCs of well-known historical ﬁgures emerged during DSC ministry? Yes. Rather frequent visitors to the counseling room
are: Nimrod, King Ahab, Queen Jezebel, King Herod the Great, Hitler, Nero, the prophet Mohammed and many others.
8.
How many DSCs can be present in one person? Victims rarely have only one DSC. If a persons is infested, there are usually a several
DSCs present – from only a few to literally thousands. Several copies (even hundreds or thousands) of the same DSC could be present in one
victim.
9.
Is DSC ministry the ultimate in counseling/deliverance ministry? Certainly not. Although DSC ministry (in some counseling
processes) certainly represents a short cut, at the end of the day it represents a mere addition to existing counseling practices.
10. Do I have DSCs? We won’t know. Study the materials on Ignited in Christ’s website and decide for yourself whether you are in need of
ministry. (As a matter of fact, many mature, God-fearing Christians who have unsuccessfully tried every other avenue of counseling in order
to get victory, are the very people who sign up for DSC ministry – and are being set FREE!).
11. Can a Christian have DSCs? Surely. During rebirth our SPIRIT man is made new – not our SOUL or BODY. Our soul needs to undergo
sanctiﬁcation until we die.
12. But I HAVE been through spiritual deliverance and inner healing. Can I still have DSCs? Many similar people do. Although
deliverance and inner healing will deﬁnitely weaken any DSCs that might be present, such ministries do not deal with them directly, and
therefore don’t necessarily get rid of them.
13. I suspect I might have DSCs. Where do I go for help? Unfortunately there is no "quick ﬁx". Because this is such a relatively new
phenomenon, there are very few qualiﬁed and experienced people – and they are booked months in advance. Trumpet Call (Eben Swart)
does not do DSC counseling. To put yourself in the best possible position for healing and deliverance, there are a few things YOU can put
into place whilst you are awaiting your turn. First, if you have not done so yet, sign up for a program that oﬀers EMOTIONAL healing – this is
vital! (DSCs are like rats who are attracted to the "garbage" in our soul areas. Once the "garbage" is gone, it is much easier to get rid of the
DSCs). Get hold of Ignited in Christ's teaching materials. If you know that your ancestors have been involved with Freemasonry or the Queen
of Heaven, get the teachings from ministries such as Trumpet Call. Pray through the Prayers of Renunciation. Last but not least: grab hold of
Father God and seek Him for your healing. Allow Him to shine the light of His Holy Spirit into every dark area of your soul. Repent! Repent!
Repent!
14. I'm a counselor – where can I learn more about ministering to people with DSCs? Sign up for Ignited in Christ’s "warrior" training
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program (www.ignitedinchrist.org). Get a few people together with whom you can be in a accountability relationship and start ministering to
one another in dependence upon the Holy Spirit – that is the best way to learn!
Bless you!
Eben Swart
Pp Trumpet Call
Please visit our website www.trumpetcall.co.za.
To subscribe to, or unsubscribe from this newsletter, go to http://trumpetcall.co.za/newsletters/trumpetnet
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